
1- Keep the Tilt Indicator upright while (and after) removing the adhesive

    backliner, as from that point on the indicator is armed and ready to activate.

 

2- The Tilt Indicator should be placed low on the parcel, preferably close to an edge.

    That is the most solid part of a package and it helps to align the indicator upright.

3- The surface should be clean and oil-free. Press at corners and center to get a strong adhesion. 

    When mounting the Tilt Indicator onto densely waxed or rough wood, we suggest in addition, to either

    use a spray adhesive for better bonding, or to staple the indicator onto to wood through the holes at

    the top and bottom of the indicator.

 

TiltIndicator� Mounting Instructions 

Note: a TiltIndicator� detects tilting to the left or right. 

          To also monitor front/back tilting: place a 2nd device on an adjacent side



4- The use of an optional companion label will not only make the people handling your parcel better aware

    of the presence of the TiltIndicator�, but it will also explain the receiver what to do in case of activation

   (a red colored indicator).

   Companion labels are available in English, or in a multi-lingual (English/French/German/Spanish) version.

En cas de dégâts, veuillez garder dans 

l'emballage d'origine et demander une 

inspection immédiate auprès du 

transporteur conforme aux règles locaux.

Veuillez ne pas refuser le colis. 

Veuillez indiquer sur le bordereau que 

l'indicateur est activé. Vérifiez les 

dégâts éventuels

advertiendo

www.TiltIndicator.eu

5- With each TiltIndicator� you also receive a small Alert Sticker.

    Stick that onto the bill of lading (packing list) to remind

    receivers to check the TiltIndicator� first,

    before signing for good receipt.

These are general instructions.

If you believe your application is different and/or have questions 

about (how to use) the indicator, then please do not hesitate to 

contact your local dealer, or contact us direct via email 

info@logimon.solutions or phone +31 (0)85 � 0066 082.

For additional product information, please visit www.TiltIndicator.eu 
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